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Effect of  cationic  polymer  on  foam-
ing  properties  of  SDS  and  SDP1S  is
studied.
Effect of  polymer  depends  signifi-
cantly  on  the  head  group  of anionic
surfactant.
The stability  of  SDS  +  polymer  foams
is much  higher  than  the  stability  of
SDS  foams.
The stability  of  SDP1S  +  polymer
foams  is  lower,  compared  to  SDP1S
foams.
Stronger complex  SDP1S  +  polymer  is
formed in  the bulk,  as  compared  to
SDS  +  polymer.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

In  a previous  study  (Langmuir,  28  (2012)  4996)  we  showed  that  the  foamability  of  mixed  solutions  of
the  cationic  polymer  polyvinylamine  (PVAm)  and the  anionic  surfactant  sodium  dodecyl  sulphate  (SDS)
is strongly  reduced,  whereas  the  stability  of  the  formed  foams  is  strongly  enhanced,  as  compared  to the
solutions  of  SDS  alone.  Here  we  study  in more  detail  the  foaming  properties  of  mixed  solutions  of  PVAm
with  anionic  surfactants.  The  effect  of  surfactant  head  group  is  studied  by  comparing  SDS  with  another
anionic  surfactant  (sodium  dodecyl  oxyethylene  sulphate,  SDP1S)  which  contains  an  additional  ethoxy
fragment  in  the  charged  head-group.  For  changing  the  electrostatic  polymer–surfactant  interactions,
we  varied  pH  between  6 and  10,  thus  crossing  the  polymer  pKa  ≈ 8.6.  The  foam  tests  showed  that
the  foamability  of  all mixed  solutions  is  strongly  reduced  in  the  entire  range  of  pH  values  studied.  The
negative  effect  of  PVAm  on  solution  foamability  is highest  at  low  pH, where  the  polymer  charge  density
is  the  highest.  Model  experiments  revealed  that  the  reduced  foamability  is  due  to  prolonged  lag-time  for
formation  of  mixed  adsorption  layer  on  bubble  surfaces.  Surprisingly,  we  found  that  the  stability  of  SDP1S
foams is  also  reduced  strongly  by  PVAm  at pH  6 (contrary  to SDS  and  to  conventional  understanding).  The
obtained  results  indicate  that  the  ethoxy  group  in  SDP1S  enhances  the  surfactant  association  with the

polymer  molecules,  thus  decreasing  the  concentration  of free  surfactant  monomers,  necessary  to  adsorb
on the  solution  surface  for  foam  stabilization  during  foaming  and  immediately  after  it.  These  results
clearly  demonstrate  that excessively  strong  polymer–surfactant  interactions  could  be  a problem  in the
formation  and  stabilization  of  foams  from  mixed  solutions.  Moreover,  the  effect  of  cationic  polymers  on
the  foaming  properties  of  anio
the  surfactant.
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. Introduction

Polymer–surfactant mixtures are widely used for controlling
he colloid stability and rheological properties of complex disperse
ystems in many practical applications, such as the paper indus-
ry, and in food, pharmaceutical, home and personal care products
1,2]. Due to their wide-spread usage and complex physico-
hemical properties, these systems have attracted the attention of
esearchers and they are subject of numerous studies, aimed at rev-
ling the role of the surfactant–polymer interactions, both in the
ulk and on the solution surface, for the overall system behavior
1–38].

In the course of these studies, the researcher have distinguished
etween strongly interacting systems (surfactants and polymers
ith opposite charges) and weakly interacting systems (usually

omprising neutral polymer and charged surfactant) [12]. Numer-
us studies have focused on the structure and composition of the
ixed adsorption layers [7–8,10,12–15,22–31] and the thinning

ehavior of the respective foam films [9,17–18,21,32–36]. It was
emonstrated that surface active polymer–surfactant complexes
re able to stabilize the foam films at relatively large film thickness,
ven at very low surfactant and polymer concentrations (where
ach of the individual components is unable to stabilize the foam
lms). Therefore, the common understanding is that the strong
urfactant–polymer interactions are important to obtain stable
oams from the mixed solutions. The specific mechanisms of foam
lms stabilization are still under debate in literature [9]. The stabil-

ty of the foam films was shown to have no direct correlation with
he surface tension or surface elasticity of the solutions (as claimed
n some earlier studies) [32]. Therefore, combined electrostatic-
teric repulsion is usually considered as governing the stability
f such mixed systems [32]. At high surfactant concentrations,
olymer–surfactant aggregates are often trapped in the foam films,
hich might additionally stabilize the films [33]. The main results

bout the behaviour and stability of foam films are summarized in
efs. [4,9].

Despite the practical importance of the foams formed from
uch mixed solutions, there are a very limited number of studies
ocused on the foamability and foam stability with these systems.
n our recent study [39] we combined foam tests and model experi-

ents (optical observations of foam films, ellipsometry, and surface
ension measurements) to evaluate the foamability and foam sta-
ility for several polymer–surfactant mixtures, and to explain the
bserved trends. Different types of surfactants (cationic, anionic
nd nonionic) and polymers (nonionic and cationic) were studied
o clarify the factors governing the foamability and foam stability of
he mixed systems. Highly hydrophilic cationic and nonionic poly-

ers, polyvinylamine (PVAm) and polyvinylformamide (PVFAm)
ere used.

Our experiments [39] revealed two rather unexpected trends
hich could not be predicted from foam film studies only.

irst, the experiments showed that most of the mixed solu-
ions, including those of cationic polymer and cationic surfactant,
nd nonionic polymer and anionic or cationic surfactant, may
how enhanced foamability and foam stability under appropriate
onditions. Therefore, no strong surfactant–polymer interactions
re needed for observing synergistic effects in such mixtures.
urthermore, the foam tests showed clearly that the foamabil-
ty of the solutions was  strongly reduced when the oppositely
harged anionic surfactant SDS and cationic polymer PVAm were
ixed, whereas the foam stability was enhanced, as compared

o the individual components. The reduced foamability was

xplained with the slower formation of the adsorption layers
n the bubble surface, due to the strong association of the two
omponents in the bulk solution (thus reducing the adsorption
ate).
ochem. Eng. Aspects 438 (2013) 174– 185 175

The major aim of the current study is to clarify in more
detail the role of the electrostatic interactions, and the mecha-
nisms behind the observed trends, in such strongly interacting
polymer–surfactant mixtures. The effects of surfactant head group
and of polymer charge density on the foamability and foam stabil-
ity were studied. Two anionic surfactants were studied – sodium
dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and sodium dodecyloxyethylene sulphate
(SDP1S). The same cationic polymer PVAm was used, and pH was
varied between 6 and 10 to modify the charge density of the poly-
mer  molecules. Along with the foam tests, we studied the thickness
and the stability of the respective foam films. The surface tension
was  measured and, for the most interesting systems, the surface
rheological properties were determined.

The paper is organized as follows. The used methods and mate-
rials are described in Section 2. Section 3.1 presents experimental
results from the foam tests. The results from the model experi-
ments are described in Sections 3.2–3.3. The mechanisms of foam
stabilization are discussed in Section 3.4. The main conclusions are
summarized in Section 4.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The cationic polyvinylamine (PVAm) was  product of BASF.
According to its producer, the used PVAm consists of 95 %
vinylamine and 5 % vinylformamide. The pKa value for the polyviny-
lamine is around 8.6 [37,38], which means that this is a highly
charged polymer at pH 6. The molecular mass of PVAm was deter-
mined by static light scattering to be around 4.5 × 104.

As low-molecular-mass surfactants we  used two anionic sur-
factants, which have similar chain length and differ in their head
groups – sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS, product of Acros) and sodium
dodecyloxyethylenesulfate with one ethoxy group, SDP1S (product
of STEPAN Co., with commercial name STEOL CS-170). According
to its producer, SDP1S contains 68–72 wt%  sodium alkyl (C10–16)
ether sulfate, 24–32 wt% water and less than 2.5 wt% C12–14
ethoxylated alcohols. The CMC  values of these surfactants are
≈3.5 mM for SDS and ≈0.25 mM  for SDP1S (determined from sur-
face tension isotherms at 10 mM  NaCl). The used SDS sample did
not show minimum in the surface tension isotherm – therefore, it
does not contain dodecanol as a contaminant.

The two  surfactants and the polymer were used as received. The
aqueous solutions were prepared with deionized water, purified by
Milli-Q Organex system (Millipore). All solutions contained 10 mM
NaCl as background electrolyte.

To prepare mixed surfactant–polymer solutions we  first pre-
pared separate stock solutions with doubled concentrations of
surfactant and polymer. Afterwards, by mixing these stock solu-
tions (1:1 by weight) we  obtained the final working solutions with
the desired concentrations of the two components. The stock solu-
tion of the polymer was  prepared by the following procedure:
0.7 wt% of PVAm was  added to 10 mM  NaCl solution and stirred
at 35 ◦C for 1 h with a magnetic stirrer.

Therefore, the PVAm concentration in the solutions used for
the actual experiments was  fixed at 0.35 wt %, corresponding to
0.078 mM polymer molecules and to approx. 80 mM of monomer
units, included in these polymer molecules. The surfactant con-
centration was varied between 0.01 and 0.1 mM,  because this is
the range where the foam becomes stable in these mixed sys-
tems. The polymer concentration was  chosen to be well in excess

to the used surfactant, in order to avoid the possible replacement
of the polymer molecules on the solution surface by competitively
adsorbing surfactant (an effect which is beyond the scope of the cur-
rent study). pH of the mixed solutions was adjusted just before the
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Fig. 1. Initial foam volume, V0, as a function of surfactant concentration for (A) SDS
and (B) SDP1S-containing foams, formed from solutions of surfactant alone (red
circles) or surfactant + PVAm (blue squares), at pH 6 (empty symbols) and pH 10 (full
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Fig. 2. Initial volume, V0, as a function of pH for foams, formed from 0.05 mM
SDS (red empty circles); 0.05 mM SDP1S (pink empty diamonds) ; 0.05 mM
SDS + 0.35 wt%  PVAm (blue squares) or 0.05 mM SDP1S + 0.35 wt% PVAm (green tri-
angles). All solutions contain 10 mM NaCl, 0.35 wt% PVAm and 0.05 mM surfactant.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of the article.)

Fig. 3. Defoaming time, tDEF, as a function of surfactant concentration for (A) SDS
and (B) SDP1S-containing foams, formed from solutions of surfactant alone (red
circles) or surfactant + PVAm (blue squares), at pH 6 (empty symbols) and pH 10
ymbols). All solutions contain 10 mM NaCl and 0.35 wt%  PVAm. (For interpretation
f  the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
ersion of the article.)

ctual experiments with 0.06 or 0.25 M HCl solution (Merck, Cat.N
.00318), or with 3 M NaOH (Sigma, Cat.N 82730). As explained

n Section 3.4 below, the positively charged polymer groups were
n a large excess to the anionic surfactants in the entire range of
urfactant concentrations and pH values studied.

.2. Experimental methods

.2.1. Foam test
To compare the foamability and foam stability of the studied

olutions, we used a modification of the Bartsch test [39]. Briefly,
5 mL  of the studied foaming solution was loaded in a glass cylinder
ith 75 mL  total volume. To generate foam, ten standard hand-

hakes of the cylinder were applied. The initial foam volume and
he subsequent foam decay were monitored during the following
5 min.

The solution foamability was characterized by the volume of
rapped air, V0, immediately after shaking (at t = 0), while the foam
tability was characterized by the defoaming time, tDEF, which is
efined as a time required for obtaining half of the solution sur-

ace free of bubbles. The experimental results for V0 and tDEF were
etermined from (at least) three consecutive measurements. The
ymbols shown in Fig. 1–4 represent the average values from these
easurements and the error bars in Figs. 1 and 2 represent the

(full symbols). All solutions contain 10 mM NaCl and 0.35 wt% PVAm. The arrows
show that the defoaming time is longer than 15 min. The experimental data are
average from three experiments – the scattering of the data is represented by the
symbol size. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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Fig. 4. Defoaming time, tDEF, as a function of pH for (A) 0.03 mM surfactant or (B)
0.05  mM surfactant. The empty red circles represent data obtained with SDS alone,
the blue squares represent data for SDS + 0.35 wt% PVAm, the empty pink diamonds
represent data for SDP1S alone, and green triangles are for SDP1S + 0.35 wt% PVAm
foams. All solutions contain 10 mM NaCl and 0.35 wt% PVAm. The arrows show that
the  defoaming time is longer than 15 min. The experimental data are average from
three experiments – the scattering of the data is represented by the symbol size. (For
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adjustment) which was measured to be pH ≈9.2 for all PVAm-
nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
o  the web  version of the article.)

espective standard deviations. For the defoaming times shown
n Figs. 3–4, the scattering of the data is less than the symbol
ize.

.2.2. Surface properties of the foaming solutions
The surface tension of the foaming solutions was measured

y the pendant drop method. The measurements were per-
ormed on apparatus DSA100 (Krüss GmbH, Hamburg, Germany)
t 25.0 ± 0.5 ◦C. The kinetics of the surface tension decrease, after

 pendant drop has been formed rapidly on the capillary tip, was
onitored for 15 min. The dynamic surface tension of the solutions
as measured by the maximum bubble pressure method (MBPM)

n tensiometer BP2 (Kruss GmbH, Germany).

.2.3. Surface rheological properties
The surface dilatational rheological properties of the foaming

olutions was measured by the oscillating drop method (ODM)
40]. In this method, the surface of surfactant solution is per-

urbed sinusoidally, a (t) = a0sin (ωt), where a (t) = [A (t) – A0]/A0 is
he normalized change of the drop surface areaaround the mean
rea, A0, while a0 is the relative amplitude of oscillations. The
ochem. Eng. Aspects 438 (2013) 174– 185 177

resulting variation of the surface tension is measured and (for small
deformations) is presented as:

�(t) = ESDa0sin(ωt) + ELDa0cos(ωt) (1)

where ESD is the surface storage modulus (related to surface elas-
ticity) and ELD is the surface loss modulus, which is related to
surface dilatational viscosity, �SD = ELD/ω. The total surface dilata-
tional modulus is

ED = (E2
SD + E2

LD)1/2 (2)

Measurements were performed at 5 s oscillation period and the
amplitude of deformation was varied between 1 and 7 %, at tem-
perature T = 25 ◦C.

2.2.4. Foam films in capillary cell
Foam films of millimeter size were formed and observed in a

capillary cell to obtain information about the film stability, equi-
librium film thickness and film-thinning pattern. The observations
were made in reflected light, by using the method of Scheludko
[41]. The films were formed from a biconcave drop, placed in a short
capillary (i.d. 2.5 mm,  height 3 mm),  by sucking out liquid through
a side orifice. The observations were performed in reflected light
by means of a microscope Axioplan (Zeiss, Germany), equipped
with a long-distance objective Zeiss Epiplan 20×/0.40, CCD camera
(Sony SSC-C370P), video-recorder and monitor. The film thick-
ness was  determined by light interferometry, using the method of
Scheludko–Exerowa [41]. The relation between the instantaneous
values of the intensity of the reflected light I (t) and film thickness
h (t) can be expressed by the equation:

h = �

2�n0
(k� + arcsin

√
I − Imin

Imax − Imin
)

where Imax and Imin denote the maximal and minimal intensity of
the reflected light, respectively, k = 0, 1,. . . is the order of the inter-
ference maximum, � is the wavelength of the incident light and n0
is the refractive index of the liquid forming the film.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Foamability and foam stability

3.1.1. PVAm solutions (no surfactant added)
Experiments at five different pH values, varied between 6 and

10, were performed with polymer solutions without surfactant
added. The polymer concentration is fixed in all experiments at
0.35 wt%. Under all conditions studied, the foamability of the poly-
mer solutions was low – the initial foam volume was  ≈5 ± 1 mL. The
generated foams contained relatively large bubbles, with diameter
≈1–2 cm, and were very unstable – with defoaming time shorter
than 10 s. No significant effect of pH was  found on the foamability
and foam stability for these polymer systems.

Concluding, PVAm alone is unable to stabilize the foams, under
all conditions studied, due to its hydrophilic character (see also the
experimental data in Ref. [39]).

3.1.2. Surfactant–polymer solutions
In our previous study [39] we demonstrated a strong synergy

between SDS and PVAm with respect to foam stability, and antago-
nistic effect with respect to the foamability of the mixed solutions.
The experiments in the previous study were performed at the nat-
ural pH, obtained after dissolution of the components (without
containing solutions.
In the current study we performed experiments at different pH

values for SDS and SDS + PVAm solutions. The experimental results
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or the initial foam volume, at pH 6 and pH 10, are shown in Fig. 1A,
s functions of SDS concentration. One sees that there is no sig-
ificant effect of SDS on the foamability of the polymer solution
t very low surfactant concentrations, CS < 0.03 mM.  The volume
f the initially formed foam is V0 ≈ 6 ± 2 mL,  which is similar to
he initial foam volume in the absence of surfactant. At higher SDS
oncentrations, CS ≥ 0.05 mM,  the foam volume produced with SDS
olutions (without polymer) approaches 10 mL.  However, the addi-
ion of PVAm to these SDS solutions reduces the foam volume rather
ignificantly (compared to SDS alone), especially at higher SDS con-
entrations and low pH. Thus we see that the cationic polymer
VAm acts as pronounced foam inhibitor for the anionic surfactant
DS, in the entire range of pH values studied.

To investigate in detail the effect of pH on the foamability of the
ixed solutions, we present in Fig. 2 the experimental results for

he initial volume V0 (pH) of the foams, produced from 0.05 mM
DS + 0.35 wt% PVAm solutions. No significant effect of pH on the
oamability of 0.05 mM SDS solution (without polymer) is seen –
he volume of the generated foam is ≈14 ± 3 mL  for all pH values
tudied. There is a weak minimum in V0 around pH 8, but this effect
s relatively small, compared to the other effects studied.

On the other hand, the increase of pH from 6 to 10 leads to
 gradual increase in V0 for SDS + PVAm solutions (from 5 to 6 to
0 mL,  see the blue squares in Fig. 2) which evidences that the foam

nhibition effect of PVAm is stronger at lower pH. The latter trend
s related to the higher charge density of the polymer molecules
t low pH. Note that pKa for PVAm is ≈8.6, which means that the
olymer molecules are highly charged at pH ≈6 and 7, whereas
nly ≈10 % of the amine groups are charged at pH 10 [39]. As a
onsequence, the fraction of bound SDS molecules to the polymer
olecules is expected to increase strongly with the decrease of pH

elow the pKa of the polymer.
The results for the foamability of SDP1S-containing solutions

re presented in Fig. 1B. Similarly to SDS, no detectable effect of
DP1S on the foamability of the polymer solution is observed at
S ≤ 0.03 mM,  while PVAm acts as foam inhibitor at CS ≥ 0.05 mM,
ith the effect being bigger at higher surfactant concentrations.

he effect of pH on the initial foam volume for 0.05 mM SDP1S and
.05 mM SDP1S + 0.35 wt% PVAm solutions is illustrated in Fig. 2.
ne sees that the foamability of SDP1S solutions (with and without
olymer) is not affected significantly by the pH variation. Shallow
inimum at pH 8 is observed for the system without polymer and

light increase is observed for the system with polymer, but both
ffects are relatively small. As in the case of SDS, the polymer is a
trong foam inhibitor in the whole range of pH values studied.

As explained in our previous study [39], the initial foam vol-
me  for all three surfactants studied there (SDS, DTAB, C12EO23)
ere found to be very similar in the absence of polymers. This
nexpected result was explained with the prevailing effect of the
inetics of surfactant adsorption at such low surfactant concen-
rations on the solution foamability – this adsorption kinetics is
xpected to be similar for given molar concentration of the various
urfactants, in the case of diffusion-limited control of adsorption.
n the current study we see that SDP1S also gives very similar
nitial foam volume to SDS (cf. the curves for SDS and SDP1S in
igs. 1 and 2) and, hence, to the other two surfactants studied in
ef. [39] (DTAB and C12EO23).

In contrast, when comparing the mixed polymer–surfactant
olutions, we see that the foamability of SDP1S + PVAm solutions
s somewhat lower than the foamability of SDS + PVAm solu-
ions, especially at high pH, see Fig. 2. This comparison suggests
hat a stronger attraction between SDP1S + PVAm (compared to

DS + PVAm) leads to more pronounced binding of the SDP1S
olecules to the polymer backbone in the bulk, which decreases

he adsorption rate and the foamability of the mixed PVAm-SDP1S
olutions. This explanation is supported by the measurements of
ochem. Eng. Aspects 438 (2013) 174– 185

the adsorption kinetics, which is slower for SDP1S + PVAm, com-
pared to SDS + PVAm (see Fig. 9A).

We studied also the stability of the generated foams, as a func-
tion of pH and surfactant concentration. As mentioned already, the
foams formed from the polymer solutions (without surfactants)
were very unstable and disappeared for less than 10 s. The effects
of SDS and SDP1S concentration on the defoaming time at pH 6 and
10 are compared in Fig. 3. One sees a qualitative difference between
the trends for SDS-containing foams and SDP1S-containing foams.
First, the foams generated from solution of SDS (without polymer)
are unstable at both pH values (6 and 10) in the entire range of SDS
concentrations studied, CS ≤ 0.1 mM,  see the red circles in Fig. 3A.
In contrast, the SDP1S foams (without polymer) are stable for more
than 900 s at CS ≥ 0.05 mM for pH 6 and at CS ≥ 0.03 mM when pH
10, see Fig. 3B. We  recall that the initial volumes of the foam, formed
from SDS and SDP1S solutions, are very similar (cf. Figs. 1 and 2
above) which means that these two  surfactants stabilize the bub-
bles with similar efficiency under dynamic conditions (during foam
generation). However, as seen from Fig. 3, the SDS foams are much
less stable under static conditions.

The effect of PVAm on the stability of SDS  and SDP1S foams
depends significantly on the pH, especially around the threshold
surfactant concentration which separates the stable from unsta-
ble foams. As seen from Fig. 3, this concentration is between 0.03
mM and 0.05 mM for both SDS and SDP1S solutions. To clarify bet-
ter the effect of pH on the stability of surfactant + PVAm foams, we
performed additional experiments at these two surfactant concen-
trations, varying pH between 6 and 10 – see Fig. 4.

Let us discuss first the foam stability in the absence of polymer.
The stability of foams, formed from 0.03 mM and 0.05 mM SDS does
not depend on pH – the defoaming time for all these foams was less
than 60 s. Even at the highest concentration studied, 0.1 mM  SDS,
the defoaming time was <100 s. On the other hand, for 0.03 mM
SDP1S solution, the defoaming time increased from 50 s up to 900 s
with the increase of pH from 9 to 10. Similarly, tDEF increased from
50 to 265 s upon increase of pH from 9 to 10 for 0.01 mM SDP1S solu-
tion (data not shown). The defoaming time tDEF for 0.05 mM SDP1S
solutions was longer than 900 s in the entire range of pH values
studied. These results demonstrate once again that SDP1S foams
are significantly more stable than the SDS foams in the transitional
range of concentrations (in the absence of polymer).

The effect of PVAm on the stability of SDS and SDP1S foams is
qualitatively different. The addition of 0.35 wt%  PVAm to 0.05 mM
SDS leads to very stable foams, tDEF > 900 s, for all pH values studied,
see Fig. 4B, despite the very low stability of SDS foams at this sur-
factant concentration. In contrast, the addition of 0.35 wt% PVAm
at the same surfactant concentration of SDP1S, leads to unstable
foams with tDEF < 50 s at pH 6 and 7, despite the high foam stabil-
ity in the absence of polymer, see Fig. 4B. At the lower surfactant
concentration (0.03 mM)  the foams formed from SDS and PVAm
are all stable at pH ≥ 7, whereas the addition of PVAm to the SDP1S
solutions does not affect noticeably the foam stability. Therefore,
there is a significant difference in the interactions of the anionic
surfactants SDS and SDP1S with the cationic PVAm polymer, which
deserves more detailed analysis.

The main results from all these experiments can be summa-
rized as follows: (1) Under all conditions studied, PVAm solutions
produce unstable foams with initial volume of 3–5 mL,  deforaming
time <10 s, and relatively large bubbles. (2) The addition of PVAm
to SDS and SDP1S solutions decreases the foamability for both sur-
factants. This effect is strongest at lower pH where the polymer is
highly charged. (3) The stability of SDS foams is strongly enhanced

in the presence of PVAm at CS ≥ 0.03 mM.  (4) The stability of SDP1S
foams is strongly reduced after addition of PVAm at pH between
6 and 8. The most intriguing results here are the observed syn-
ergy for SDS + PVAm foams and the opposite antagonistic effect
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Fig. 5. Surface tension as a function of time for 0.01 mM SDS (green squares);
0.03  mM SDS (red circles); 0.05 mM SDS (blue diamonds) and 0.1 mM SDS (pink
triangles) without (empty symbols) and with 0.35 wt% PVAm (full symbols), at (A)
pH  6 and (B) pH 10. All solutions contain 10 mM NaCl. The symbols are experimental
data, obtained by drop shape analysis of pendant drops, whereas the curves are best
fits  according Eq. (3) for SDS solutions and Eq. (4) for SDS + PVAm solutions. (For
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Fig. 6. Surface tension as a function of time for 0.01 mM SDP1S (green squares);
0.03 mM SDP1S (red circles); 0.05 mM SDP1S (blue diamonds) and 0.1 mM SDP1S
(pink triangles) without (empty symbols) and with 0.35 wt% PVAm (full symbols),
at  (A) pH 6 and (B) pH 10. All solutions contain 10 mM NaCl. The symbols are exper-
imental data, obtained by drop shape analysis of pendant drops, whereas the curves
are best fits according Eq. (3) for SDP1S solutions and Eq. (4) for SDP1S + PVAm solu-
nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
o  the web  version of the article.)

or SDP1S + PVAm foams, as well as the fact that these effects are
ore pronounced in the region of pH where the polymer is highly

harged.

.2. Surface properties

The surface properties of SDS and SDP1S-containg solutions
ere characterized by measuring their dynamic surface tension

y MBPM, their surface tension at long surface age by drop shape
nalysis, and their surface rheological properties by oscillating drop
ethod.
Experiments with the mixed PVAm + SDS and SDP1S + PVAm

olutions, at pH 6 and 10, were performed. The complete set of
esults, obtained by drop shape analysis of pendant drops from
he studied solutions, is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The experimen-
al results for PVAm alone at pH 6 and 10 are presented in Figure
1 in supporting information. One sees that the shape of the curve
 (t) for SDP1S + PVAm solution is similar to that of SDS + PVAm
olutions and the surface tension at long adsorption times is rather
ow (<30 mN/m). Therefore, similarly to SDS + PVAm, the mixture
DP1S + PVAm behaves as strongly interacting system with respect
tions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is  referred to the web  version of the article.)

to surface tension. Thus we conclude that the reduced foam sta-
bility for SDP1S + PVAm mixture requires deeper analysis to clarify
the mechanisms and the factors, which lead to such qualitatively
different behavior, when compared to SDS + PVAm.

To compare quantitatively the kinetics of adsorption for SDS and
SDP1S containing solutions (with and without PVAm) we  tried to
fit the kinetic data for � (t) by appropriate equations and to extract
values for the characteristic parameters, such as the characteristic
adsorption time.

For the data obtained with SDS and SDP1S solutions (no poly-
mer) we  used the kinetic equations for diffusion-limited control of
adsorption [42]:

�(t) = �EQ + (�0 − �EQ)exp(
t

tD
)erfc(

√
t

tD
) (3)

Here tD is the characteristic diffusion time, �EQ is the equilib-
rium surface tension, and �0 is the initial surface tension after drop

formation which might be much lower than the surface tension
of the clean solution surface, if rapidly adsorbing components are
present. The characteristic adsorption time tD in Eq. (3) is the time
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Fig. 7. Equilibrium surface tension, �EQ, as determined from the best fit of �(t) by
Eq.  (3) for SDS (red circles) and SDP1S (pink diamonds) solutions, and by Eq. (4)
for SDS + PVAm (blue squares) and SDP1S + PVAm (green triangles) solutions, as a
function of surfactant concentration. The empty symbols are for pH 6 and the full
symbols are for pH 10. All solutions contain 10 mM NaCl. The concentration of PVAm

dynamic foam films are stabilized by the surfactant, the foam vol-
ume  is governed by the mechanical energy in the foaming process

Fig. 8. Initial foam volume, as a function of initial surface tension, �0, for SDS (red cir-
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equired for the total surface stress, �0–�EQ, to decrease by 1.74
imes. The long time asymptotics of Eq. (3) reads [42]:

(t) = �EQ + (�0 − �EQ)

√
tD

�t
+ O[

1
t

]3/2 t −→ ∞ (3a)

which indicates a t−1/2 relaxation of the surface tension at long
imes. Eq. (3) was found to describe rather well all experimen-
al curves for the surfactant solutions, in the absence of polymer,
ee Figs. 5 and 6 (note that all these solutions are below the
ritical micelle concentration of SDS and SDP1S). The best fits to
xperimental data with Eq. (3) are shown as continuous curves in
igs. 5 and 6 (for the data without PVAm).

However, we found that Eq. (3) does not describe the experi-
ental data for the polymer–surfactant solutions, because it cannot

epresent the two well defined regions, observed in the exper-
mental curves � (t). Noting that the shape of the curves for
urfactant + PVAm solutions resembles (visually) that for the bulk
iscosity of solutions of worm-like micelles versus shear rate
43–48], we modified the equation for the viscosity of micellar solu-
ions, to define the following empirical equation for the surface
ension of the mixed polymer–surfactant solutions:

(t) = �EQ + (�0 − �EQ)

1 + (t/tADS)n (4)

Here �0 and �EQ have the same physical meaning as those in
q. (3). The characteristic adsorption time, tADS, here is the time
equired for the total surface stress, �0–�EQ, to decrease twice. The
pecific value of the power-law index n is related to the slope of the
urve �(t) in the intermediate time period. The fits of the experi-
ental data by Eq. (4) are also shown in Figs. 5 and 6 – one sees

hat Eq. (4) describes very well the data for all studied polymer-
urfactant mixtures at pH 6 and reasonably well the data at pH 10
though some non-negligible deviations are seen at the latter pH).
t is worth mentioning that, at not-very-short times, Eq. (3) pre-
icts similar kinetics as Eq. (4) with n = 0.5 and it was  successfully
pplied in Ref. [49] to describe experimental data for the dynamic
urface tension for solutions of several low-molecular-mass surfac-
ants (incl. SDS). In other words, we can describe the experimental
ata for SDS and SDP1S solutions by eq. (4) as well, with n = 0.5. The
ata for the surfactant–polymer mixtures were described by Eq. (4)
hen considering the power law index n as adjustable parameter

nd it varied between 0.5 and 1, depending on the specific solution
omposition. For comparison of the adsorption kinetics of the dif-
erent polymer–surfactant mixtures, we used the values of tADS, �0
nd �EQ which do not depend on the specific value of n.

The obtained values of �0 and �EQ are compared in Fig. S1 and
ig. 7, respectively, as functions of surfactant concentration, at pH 6
nd 10. One sees that the initial surface tension is very close to that
f pure water, �0 ≈ 72 mN/m,  for most of the solutions studied. Sig-
ificantly lower values of �0 (indicating fast surfactant adsorption)
re determined only for SDS + PVAm solutions, at CS ≥ 0.05 mM and
H 10. It should be noted that the initial surface tension for SDS
olutions (without polymer) is lower than the initial surface tension
or SDS + PVAm solution at CS ≤ 0.05 mM and pH 6. This compari-
on demonstrates clearly that PVAm is slowing the SDS adsorption
rom the solution at pH 6 (when the polymer molecules are strongly
harged). Only at the highest SDS concentration of 0.1 mM,  the ini-
ial surface tension of SDS + PVAm solution is lower than that of the
DS solution, indicating fast adsorption of SDS-PVAm complex. The
lowing of the adsorption rate by PVAm is even more pronounced
or SDP1S solutions – the initial surface tension of the surfactant

olutions (without polymer) is lower than the initial surface tension
f the mixed SDP1S + PVAm solutions, for all surfactant concentra-
ions studied. The most probable explanation for the slower kinetics
f adsorption from PVAm-surfactant solutions is the decreased
in  surfactant–polymer solutions is 0.35 wt%. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

concentration of free surfactant monomers in the solution, due to
their strong binding to the polymer molecules.

To check for a direct correlation between the initial surface
tension and the initial foam volume, we  plot in Fig. 8 the exper-
imental data for V0 versus �0. One sees that the experimental
data for the surfactant solutions (without polymer) and for the
surfactant–polymer solutions group around two distinct separate
curves. These experimental data show that, for the surfactant solu-
tions, an initial surface tension of 69.5 mN/m (the vertical dashed
line in Fig. 8) is sufficient for generating noticeable amount of foam
– when �0 is higher than this threshold value, the generated foam
is of negligible volume. The further decrease of �0 does not affect
significantly the initial foam volume which indicates that, once the
cles); SDP1S (pink diamonds); SDS + PVAm (blue squares); and SDP1S + PVAm (green
triangles). Empty symbols represent data obtained at pH 6, whereas the full symbols
represents data obtained at pH 10. All solutions contain 10 mM NaCl. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web  version of the article.)
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Fig. 9. (A) Characteristic time for SDS + PVAm (blue squares) and SDP1S + PVAm
(green triangles), as a function of surfactant concentration, at pH 6 (empty sym-
bols) and pH 10 (full symbols). (B) Defoaming time, as a function of characteristic
adsorption time, for PVAm + SDS (blue squares) and PVAm + SDP1S (green triangles)
solutions, containing 0.35 wt% PVAm and 10 mM NaCl. The two vertical lines indi-
cate the range of adsorption times, in which a sharp decrease of the defoaming time
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similar relations have been studied in detail and explained with
mulsions – see Refs. [50–51] for detailed discussion).

On the other hand, the experimental data for the foam volume
f the surfactant + polymer mixtures lay much lower than the data
or the single surfactants. This comparison shows that the molecu-
ar mechanism of foam film stabilization, during foam generation,
s different for the low molecular mass surfactants and for the
urfactant–polymer mixtures. As discussed in our previous study,
he surfactants can ensure rapid stabilization of the foam films by

arangoni effect, due to their ability to rapidly adsorb and spread
n the solution surface. This explanation is supported by the fact
hat both the initial surface tensions and the initial foam volumes
re very similar for the SDS and SDP1S solutions (see Figs. 1 and 2),
s one may  expect for dynamic foams, stabilized by Marangoni
ffect. This dynamic stabilization of the foam films is less efficient in
trongly interacting polymer–surfactant mixtures, due to the asso-
iation of the surfactant molecules with the big and slowly diffusing
olymer molecules.

The results for the equilibrium surface tension of these solutions,
EQ, are compared in Fig. 7. We  note first that, as seen in Figs. 5 and 6,

or most of the systems studied, the surface tension continues to
ecrease slowly even after 15 min  of surface age. Because we  were
rimarily interested in the foam stability up to 15 min  of foam

ifetime, we did not measure the surface tension at longer times.
herefore, the values of �EQ shown in Fig. 7 and discussed below, are
btained by fitting the experimental data with Eqs. (3) or (4), and
resent extrapolated values at long adsorption times. The second

mportant notice is that the values of �EQ for SDS and SDP1S solu-
ions are very different, contrary to their initial surface tensions.
he equilibrium surface tension of the SDS solutions is very close
o �0 (the difference is <2 mN/m), whereas �EQ for SDP1S solutions
s reduced by more than 15 mN/m,  as compared to the initial one
except for the lowest SDP1S concentration). The third important
otice is that no significant effect of pH is seen for SDS solutions
except for the highest SDS concentration, where we  observe also
n increase in the defoaming time, cf. Fig. 3A), whereas the increase
f pH from 6 to 10 leads to a significant decrease of �EQ for the
DP1S solutions. Note that no such effect was observed for �0. On
he other hand, the large difference in �EQ of the SDS and SDP1S
olutions practically disappears when 0.35 wt%  PVAm is added to
he solutions. Interestingly we see that �EQ for SDP1S + PVAm solu-
ions at pH 6 is the lowest, while the stability of the respective foams
s also very low, cf. with Fig. 3B. Also, there is no significant effect
f pH on �EQ, whereas we observe large effect of pH on the foam
tability for these solutions, cf. with Fig. 4. Concluding, no any cor-
elation between the equilibrium surface tension and the stability
f the formed foams is observed for the mixed polymer-surfactant
ystems (same conclusion was drawn in Ref. [39] with the other
urfactants studied there).

Let us clarify that the observed low surface tensions in
urfactant–polymer mixtures (Fig. 7) indicate the formation of
enser adsorption layers in the presence of PVAm. Indeed, the
ariations in the surface tension upon changes of the solution com-
osition are described by Gibbs adsorption isotherm [42]:

� = −�1d�1 − �2d�2 (5)

here index 1 refers to the surfactant and index 2 – to the poly-
er. Eq. (5) shows that the decrease of the surface tension is

elated to increase of the surfactant (polymer) chemical potential
nd/or to increase of surfactant (polymer) adsorption. The attrac-
ion of the surfactant and the polymer in the bulk solution certainly
educes the chemical potential of the surfactant. Therefore, we

ould explain the observed lower surface tension in the surfactant-
olymer mixtures (�EQ ≈30 mN/m)  only by formation of denser
dsorption layer in these mixtures – the increase of �1 (and possi-
ly of �2) compensates for the decrease of �1 which (alone) would
is  observed. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

lead to increase of �. The latter explanation is in a good agreement
with the experimental results obtained by direct methods for mea-
suring the adsorption in Ref. [12]. It was  shown for SDS/PDMDAAC
mixtures that dense surfactant adsorption layer was  formed on the
air–water interface when the surface tension was  low, ≈35 mN/m,
even at very low surfactant concentrations (see Fig. 15 in Ref. [12]).

To check how important is the kinetics of adsorption for the
foam stability in such slowly-adsorbing polymer-surfactant mix-
tures, we  determined the characteristic adsorption time for the
various solutions using Eq. (4), see Fig. 9A. The characteristic times,
tADS, were found to decrease rapidly with surfactant concentration,
following a power-law function, for both mixtures studied. The
power-law index is ≈ −2 for SDS-PVAm mixtures and ≈ −1.5 for
SDP1S-PVAm mixtures, which is in a reasonably good agreement
with the theoretical prediction [42] for diffusion limited adsorp-
tion, tADS ∝ C−2. The characteristic adsorption times are about 3–5
times shorter for SDS + PVAm (corresponding to faster adsorption),
as compared to SDP1S + PVAm solutions. Note also that the char-
acteristic adsorption times vary between ca. 5 and 200 s in the

intermediate range of surfactant concentrations (between 0.03
and 0.05 mM),  which illustrates rather well the excessively slow
adsorption in these systems.
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Fig. 10. Surface modulus, as a function of surface deformation, for 0.03 mM SDS
(red circles); 0.03 mM SDP1S (pink diamonds); 0.35 wt%  PVAm (green triangles);
0.03 mM SDS + 0.35 wt%  PVAm (blue squares); and 0.03 mM SDP1S + 0.35 wt%  PVAm
(brown hexagons), at pH 6 (empty symbols) and pH 10 (full symbols). All solutions
contain 10 mM NaCl. Measurements made by the oscillating drop method, 15 min
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fter surface formation, at oscillation period of 5 s. (For interpretation of the refer-
nces to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web  version of the
rticle.)

The characteristic adsorption times depend also significantly on
H of the solution – compare the empty and full symbols in Fig. 9A.
he increase of pH leads to faster formation of dense adsorption
ayer. This effect can be explained by considering the fact that the
VAm molecules are less charged at higher pH, which means that
hey bind less surfactant – therefore, there are more free surfac-
ant monomers, able to adsorb rapidly on the surface and to start
uilding the mixed adsorption layer.

All these results and conclusions were additionally checked with
BPM measurements (see Fig. S3). The obtained results confirmed

nambiguously that the adsorption time is shorter at higher pH
nd that the initial adsorption is significantly faster for SDS + PVAm,
ompared to SDP1S + PVAm. The latter result indicates that the
urfactant–polymer complexes formed in SDP1S-PVAm solutions
re stronger than the complexes formed in SDS-PVAm solutions – as

 result, the concentration of free surfactant monomers is lower and
he adsorption is slower for SDP1S-PVAm solutions. In the absence
f PVAm, the kinetics of adsorption for the two surfactants is very
imilar, which is reflected in the similar foamability of SDS and
DP1S solutions – see Figs. 1 and 2.

To check whether the characteristic adsorption time for
urfactant–polymer mixtures correlates with the defoaming time
f the respective foams, we  plotted in Fig. 9B the data for tDEF versus

ADS. One sees that for all solutions with tADS < 10 s, the formed
oams were stable for more than 900 s, whereas all solutions with
ADS > 50 s produced unstable foams. In the intermediate range of
dsorption times, some of the foams were stable while others were
nstable. This correlation of the foam stability with the adsorp-
ion time shows convincingly that the kinetics of formation of the
dsorption layers plays a crucial role for the foam formation and
tability in these slowly adsorbing, mixed polymer–surfactant sys-
ems.

An additional comparison of the adsorption layers, formed
rom 0.03 mM SDS, 0.03 mM  SDP1S; 0.35 wt% PVAm, and mixed
DS + PVAm or SDP1S + PVAm solutions, was performed by mea-
uring the surface dilatational modulus at pH 6 and pH 10, see

ig. 10. At pH 6, the adsorption layers from SDS and PVAm
olutions had very low surface modulus (<2 mN/m). Intermedi-
te surface modulus at pH 6 was measured for SDP1S solutions,
25 mN/m.  In contrast, the surface moduli of the mixed SDS + PVAm
ochem. Eng. Aspects 438 (2013) 174– 185

and SDP1S + PVAm solutions were rather high, ≈110 mN/m and
100 mN/m,  respectively. This moduli did not depend on the
amplitude of surface deformation, when the latter was  varied
between 0.6 and 6 %. The elastic component was much higher
than the viscous one (108 versus 13 mN/m for SDS + PVAm and 94
versus 17 mN/m for SDP1S + PVAm), i.e. the mixed adsorption layer
behaved as elastic body at the deformation rates applied in our
experiments.

The experimental results for the surface moduli, at pH 10, are
also shown in Fig. 10. One sees that the moduli for SDS + PVAm and
SDP1S + PVAm solutions decrease from 110 to 70 mN/m,  indicating
that the adsorption layer at pH 10 is weaker compared to pH 6.
The latter result could be expected, because the charge density of
the PVAm molecules is much lower at high pH. The surface mod-
ulus of the SDS solutions (no polymer) showed some increase at
pH 10 (from 2 to 10 mN/m), but this effect is relatively small and
does not affect significantly the foam properties. No such effect was
determined for SDP1S solutions.

From all these experiments we  can conclude that dense adsorp-
tion layers are formed on the solution surfaces from mixed
PVAm + SDP1S and PVAm + SDS solutions, at all pH values studied.
The characteristic adsorption time decreases approximately with
the square of surfactant concentration in the mixture, and is shorter
at higher pH. At given pH and fixed surfactant concentration, the
characteristic adsorption time for SDP1S + PVAm mixture is around
3–5 times longer than that for SDS + PVAm solutions. Good cor-
relation was  observed between the characteristic adsorption time
and the foam stability for the mixed surfactant–polymer systems
for which the adsorption is relatively slow (Fig. 9B). The mixed
adsorption layers of SDS + PVAm and SDP1S + PVAm show rather
high surface elasticity, whereas very low surface modulus is mea-
sured for the surface layers formed from SDS, SDP1S and PVAm,
when taken separately. No any correlation is observed between the
values of the surface modulus and the foamability or foam stability
of the respective solutions.

3.3. Foam films

Experiments with films, formed from solutions of 0.03 mM  SDS,
0.03 mM SDP1S, 0.35 wt%  PVAm, and the mixed solutions 0.03 mM
SDS + 0.35 wt% PVAm and 0.03 mM SDP1S + 0.35 wt% PVAm were
performed, at pH varied between 6 and 10. The obtained results
are briefly discussed in this section.

3.3.1. Films from PVAm solutions
As explained in our previous study [39], PVAm is a very

hydrophilic polymer and does not affect significantly the sur-
face tension of its solutions. Nevertheless, PVAm is able to adsorb
weakly on the film surface and decelerate the film thinning process,
by creating a combined electrostatic-steric repulsion in the foam
films. We  showed in Ref. [39] that the studied polymers are able
to stabilize the foam films at equilibrium film thickness ≈100 nm,
if the film radius is smaller than ca. 150 �m.  These experiments
were performed at the natural pH 9.2 of the PVAm solutions. The
increase of the foam film radius resulted in much larger probability
for formation of thin spots in the foam films, followed by a rapid
film rupture. Because the typical foam films, formed between the
bubbles in the studied PVAm foams, are much larger than 200 �m,
in the current study we studied only the behavior of the large foam
films with radius >150 �m.

The increase of pH for PVAm solutions decreased significantly
the lifetime of the foam films. These films were stable at pH 6 and

unstable at pH 8 and 10 (the capillary pressure squeezing the foam
film was  PC ≈ 140 Pa in these experiments). The main difference
at higher pH was  the formation of foam films with uneven thick-
ness, in which thinner spots with thickness ≈60 nm spontaneously
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ig. 11. Illustrative images of foam films, formed from (A) 0.03 mM SDS + 0.35 wt% P
VAm  at pH 10 at PC = 140 Pa. (D) The foam film from (C) at higher capillary pressur

ppeared and the films ruptured soon afterwards. This observa-
ion supports our explanation that these foam films are stabilized
y combined electrostatic + steric repulsion between the polymer
olecules, adsorbed on the opposite film surface. At high pH, the

olymer molecules loose their charge and the electrostatic compo-
ent of the disjoining pressure disappears, thus decreasing the film
tability.

The main conclusions from this series of experiments are: (1)
he stability of PVAm foam films decreases with the increase of pH

 8; (2) No direct correlation between the stability of the foam films
n the capillary cell and the stability of actual foams is observed (all
oams, formed from polymer solution without surfactant, were very
nstable).

.3.2. Films from polymer–surfactant mixtures
Opposite to the case of PVAm (without surfactants), we observed

hat the foam films from the mixed SDS+PVAm solutions are unsta-
le at pH 6 and extremely stable at pH ≥ 7. When the films at pH

 are formed, they thin to 100 nm for 50 s, and dark spots with
hickness h ≈ 30 nm are formed afterwards. These spots increase
heir area in the following 30 s and occupy almost the entire film,
ee the images in Fig. 11A. At this stage, the foam films usually
reak. On the other hand, at higher pH the films become very stable
both at low and high capillary pressure). At low capillary pres-
ure, the foam films remain relatively thick, hEQ ≈ 100 nm,  which
eans that these foam films are sterically stabilized by adsorbed

olymer–surfactant complexes with thickness of the adsorption
ayers ≈ hEQ/2 ≈ 50 nm.  When we increase the capillary pressure,
he films thin down to 10 nm,  with trapped polymer–surfactant

omplexes remaining inside the film (see Fig. 11D), but do not
reak.

The behaviour of the films formed from SDP1S + PVAm solu-
ions was very similar to that from SDS + PVAm solutions. At low
at pH 6; (B) 0.03 mM SDP1S + 0.35 wt% PVAm at pH 6; (C) 0.03 mM SDP1S + 0.35 wt%

pH, films with uneven thickness were formed, see Fig. 11B. These
films ruptured after the formation of dark spots. The time for film
thinning increased with the increase of pH. At pH 10, the films
remained at equilibrium film thickness ≈100 nm at low capillary
pressure. After increasing the capillary pressure, darker spots were
formed in the films, but they remained very stable. Upon decrease of
the film diameter we  observed strong adhesion between the film
surfaces (evidenced by a significant increase of the contact angle
film-meniscus) which indicated that the polymer molecules had
bridged the opposite film surfaces. Similar effect was observed in
our previous study with other cationic polymers and was linked to
the significant increase of the yield stress of the respective foams
[52].

The comparison of the SDS+PVAm and SDP1S + PVAm foam
films, shows that the main difference between these two systems
(at fixed surfactant concentration and pH) is in the film drainage
time (down to 100 nm thickness). The films from SDP1S + PVAm
solutions thinned faster than the films formed from SDS + PVAm
solutions.

3.4. Discussion

The obtained results clearly show that some of the concepts,
which are widely discussed in literature for surfactant–polymer
mixtures, cannot be applied directly to the systems studied. For
example, our results show that strong surfactant–polymer interac-
tions could have a negative effect on both the foamability and foam
stability of these mixtures. Also, the formation of thick adsorption
layers does not necessarily lead to formation of stable foams [39].

A specific feature of these systems seems to be the relatively slow
formation of the adsorption layers, due to the strong binding of the
surfactant molecules to the polymer in the bulk solution (enhanced
by the low surfactant concentration and the excess of polymer).
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herefore, the obtained results call for different mechanistic expla-
ations of the observed trends.

One of the key observations is that the foamability of the mixed
olymer–surfactant solutions is lower than the foamability of the
espective surfactant solutions, even when the initial surface ten-
ion of the polymer–surfactant solution is lower than that of the
espective surfactant solution, see Fig. 8. This result clearly indi-
ates that the intimate mechanisms of foam film stabilization
uring foaming are different for these two types of systems. Let
s clarify first the reasons for this difference.

The initial stabilization of the foams, containing surfactants only,
s related to the surfactant ability to adsorb rapidly on the solution
urface and to prevent the bubble–bubble coalescence by increas-
ng the film drainage time (due to Marangoni effect) and by creating
lectrostatic repulsion between the film surfaces.

The behavior of the PVAm + SDS and PVAm + SDP1S solutions
s different with respect to foaming, due to the strong electrostatic
ttraction between the oppositely charged molecules in the bulk
olution. From the weight concentration of the polymer (0.35 wt%)
nd the monomer mass (44 a.u.), one can calculate the monomer
olar concentration in the studied solutions. According to Refs.

37–38] around 90 % of the PVAm units are charged at pH around 6.
hus we estimate around 70 mM positive charges in the polymer-
ontaining solutions, viz. these charged monomers are in a large
xcess to the anionic surfactants used in our study (the maximal
urfactant concentration was 0.1 mM).  Upon increase of pH, the
oncentration of the positively charged monomers decreases down
5 mM (50 % ionization) at pH ≈ pK ≈ 8.6 and further to ≈7.7 mM at
H 10 (10 % ionization [38]), still remaining around 80 times higher
han the concentration of the surfactant molecules. Therefore, in
he entire range of surfactant concentrations and pH values studied,
he positively charged polymer groups were in a large excess to the
nionic surfactants.

Based on the above estimates, we can speculate that during
oaming (especially at pH 6), there are almost no free surfactant

olecules and that the positively charged polymer molecules are
nly weakly attached to the bubble surfaces. As a consequence,
he bubbles are stabilized during foaming mainly by the poly-

er  molecules (with attached surfactant molecules to them). This
ypothesis is supported by the optical observations of the foam
lms – indeed we observed initially the formation of relatively thick

oam films, with behavior resembling that of the polymer solutions
ithout surfactants, thus supporting the role of the polymer in the

nitial film stabilization for the mixed systems.
The experimental data from the surface tension measurements

lso support these explanations. When the surfactant concentra-
ion increases and pH increases, the initial surface tension of PVAm

 SDS solutions becomes lower than that of the SDS solutions,
hile the foamability of the mixed solutions still remains very low.

hese trends could be explained taking into account that the initial
DS foams are stabilized mainly by the efficient Marangoni effect
plus electrostatic repulsion), whereas the PVAm + surfactant foams
re stabilized by polymer molecules which are not very efficient
tabilizers during foaming, because the films rupture when thin
pots are formed inside them. These results evidence that the low-
olecular–mass surfactants are more efficient during foaming than

he strongly associated surfactant–polymer complexes.
The stronger interactions in the bulk, which are achieved in our

tudy by decreasing pH or by the presence of ethoxy fragment
n the surfactant head-group, leads to even slower formation of
he adsorption layer on the solution surface (see Figs. 9A and S3),
hich in turn leads to lower foamability and lower film stability
t pH 6. To verify this explanation, we measured by dynamic light
cattering the size of the polymer–surfactant aggregates in SDS-
VAm and SDP1S-PVAm solutions, at pH 6 and pH 10 (instrument
etasizer Nano ZS, Malvern, UK). In agreement with the observed
ochem. Eng. Aspects 438 (2013) 174– 185

effects of pH on the kinetics of adsorption and foamability, we
found that the aggregates are much smaller at pH 10, where the
surfactant–polymer interactions are weaker. Indeed, the hydro-
dynamic diameter of the aggregates was 15 nm for SDS-PVAm and
20 nm for SDP1S-PVAm at pH 10 (averaged by volume of the aggre-
gates) versus 650 nm for SDS-PVAm and 550 nm for SDP1S-PVAm
at pH 6.

It is important to emphasize that the discussion presented above
refers only to the strongly interacting surfactant–polymer mix-
tures, in excess of the polymer, as those studied in the current paper.
As shown in Ref. [39], strong synergistic effects with respect to both
foaming and foam stability were observed with weakly interacting
surfactant–polymer mixtures.

4. Conclusions

The effect of the cationic polymer polyvinylamine (PVAm) on
the foaming and surface properties of the solutions of two anionic
surfactants (SDS and SDP1S) was studied. The main results and
conclusions from the performed study could be summarized as
follows:

1. The foamability of the solutions containing oppositely charged
surfactants and polymers decreases strongly with the increase
of the degree of ionization of polymer molecules (in our exper-
iments controlled via variation of solution pH). This effect is
associated with an increased lag-time in the adsorption process
for building a dense adsorption layer (as evidenced by dynamic
surface tension measurements) and the related lower stability
of the newly formed foam films.

2. The stability of SDS + PVAm foams is much higher than the stabil-
ity of SDS foams, in the entire range of surfactant concentrations
(0.03 to 0.1 mM)  and pH values studed (between 6 and 10).

3. Much lower stability of the SDP1S+PVAm foams was  determined,
especially at pH 6, as compared to SDP1S foams without polymer.

4. The different effect of PVAm on the stability of SDS and SDP1S
foams is explained with the formation of stronger complex
between SDP1S and PVAm in the bulk (compared to SDS and
PVAm). This complex adsorb very slowly on the solution surface
(as evidenced by surface tension measurements) which leads
to much lower stability of the newly formed SDP1S+PVAm foam
films, compared to the SDS + PVAm system. Similar kinetic effects
explain the fact that the stability of the polymer–surfactant
foams increases with the increase of pH, which is related to a
shorter characteristic adsorption time for formation of dense
adsorption layer on the bubble surfaces.

The main conclusion from the study is that the excessive
attraction between the surfactant and polymer molecules in their
mixtures could be a serious problem with respect to the foamability
and foam stability of the respective solutions. Especially from the
viewpoint of foam generation, the weakly interacting systems have
shown obvious benefits and synergistic effects – see the results in
Ref. [39]. With respect to the foam stability, the strong interactions
could be beneficial or detrimental, and these effects could depend
strongly on the specific surfactant and/or the specific procedure for
foam generation.

From the performed comparison of SDS and SDP1S solutions,
one sees that the effect of cationic polymers on the foaming prop-
erties of anionic surfactants could depend significantly on the

specific head group of the surfactant. Furthermore, opposite effects
could be observed with different surfactants of the same charge.
Therefore, any generalization about the role of polymer–surfactant
interactions in the foaming properties, which are based only on
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